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With over 100 years of combined experience, 
the dedicated team at Nonstop will tackle any 
job! Ask for Nonstop Ken for the best deals at 

(323) 464-1640

6140 Hollywood Blvd.
Los Angeles, CA 90028
www.nonstopprinting.net
(323) 464- 1640

Booklets
Brochures
Business Cards
CD/DVD Covers
Designer Books
Envelopes
Fashion Books
Flyers
Folders
Headshots
ID Badges
Invitations
Labels
Laminates
Letterheads
Look Books
Memopads
Menus

Mini-Poster w/ Easel
Name Tags
Newsletters
Note Cards
Notepads
Photo Cards
Post Cards
Posters
Product Labels
Programs
Rack Cards
Stickers
Scan to PDF (Archiving)
Scripts
Stationary Packages
Theatre Programs
Window Clings
Zed Cards

A bit of what we do:A few of our fans:
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 2012

COMING THIS SUMMER



LOS ANGELES, CALIFORNIA
TOKYO, TOKYO, JAPAN
MOSCOW, MOSKVA, RUSSIAN FEDERATION
BEIJING, BEIJING, CHINA
WASHINGTON, DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
SUNNYVALE, CALIFORNIA
MOUNTAIN VIEW, CALIFORNIA
NEW YORK, NEW YORK
REDMOND, WASHINGTON
SEATTLE, WASHINGTON
MONTARA, CALIFORNIA
WESTLAKE VILLAGE, CALIFORNIA
PARIS, ILE-DE-FRANCE, FRANCE
SCOTTSDALE, ARIZONA
CABOT, ARKANSAS
ATLANTA, GEORGIA
GLENDALE, CALIFORNIA
VAN NUYS, CALIFORNIA
TEXARKANA, TEXAS
SHERMAN OAKS, CALIFORNIA
SANTA ANA, CALIFORNIA
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI
SAN BRUNO, CALIFORNIA
ROSWELL, GEORGIA
BROOKLYN, NEW YORK
RICHARDSON, TEXAS
ISSAQUAH, WASHINGTON
WATERLOO, ONTARIO, CANADA
GUANGDONG, GUANGDONG, CHINA
WALDPORT, OREGON
PETAH TIQVA, HAMERKAZ, ISRAEL
MERCER ISLAND, WASHINGTON
CAMARILLO, CALIFORNIA
COSTA MESA, CALIFORNIA
PALO ALTO, CALIFORNIA
HERNDON, VIRGINIA
HOLLYWOOD, FLORIDA
REDONDO BEACH, CALIFORNIA

PACIFIC PALISADES, CALIFORNIA
LANCASTER, PENNSYLVANIA
VENICE, FLORIDA
CAMBRIDGE, MASSACHUSETTS
ONTARIO, CALIFORNIA
ORLANDO, FLORIDA
CENTRALIA, WASHINGTON
ENCINO, CALIFORNIA
SALINAS, CALIFORNIA
SAN MARCOS, CALIFORNIA
SAN ANTONIO, TEXAS
TUJUNGA, CALIFORNIA
OAK HARBOR, OHIO
LIVINGSTON, NEW JERSEY
BELLEVUE, WASHINGTON
RICHTON PARK, ILLINOIS
RICHMOND, VIRGINIA
RANCHO CUCAMONGA, CALIFORNIA
POMONA, NEW YORK
PFAFFTOWN, NORTH CAROLINA
WOODLAND HILLS, CALIFORNIA
PUERTO PLATA, PUERTO PLATA, DOMINI-
CAN REPUBLIC
WOODBURN, OREGON
WIEN, WIEN, AUSTRIA
WINNIPEG, MANITOBA, CANADA
RIMINI, EMILIA-ROMAGNA, ITALY
RIALTO, CALIFORNIA
SANTA BARBARA, CALIFORNIA
TRENTON, NEW JERSEY
TEMECULA, CALIFORNIA
TARZANA, CALIFORNIA
STOCKHOLM, STOCKHOLMS LAN, SWEDEN
TUCSON, ARIZONA
UNIVERSITY, MISSISSIPPI
VANCOUVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA
VALLEY COTTAGE, NEW YORK
VALENCIA, CALIFORNIA
UPPER MARLBORO, MARYLAND

STERLING, VIRGINIA
SPRINGFIELD, VIRGINIA
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA
SAN DIEGO, CALIFORNIA
ROWLAND HEIGHTS, CALIFORNIA
ROME, LAZIO, ITALY
SAN MARINO, CALIFORNIA
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE, SINGAPORE
SILVER CREEK, GEORGIA
PALM SPRINGS, CALIFORNIA
SANTA MONICA, CALIFORNIA
ROCKVILLE, MARYLAND
MURRIETA, CALIFORNIA
DEMOREST, GEORGIA
DOVER, DELAWARE
CUPERTINO, CALIFORNIA
CULVER CITY, CALIFORNIA
CLAREMONT, CALIFORNIA
COLTON, CALIFORNIA
DOYLESTOWN, PENNSYLVANIA
DUBLIN, DUBLIN, IRELAND
FRESH MEADOWS, NEW YORK
GARWOOD, NEW JERSEY
FAYETTEVILLE, GEORGIA
FAIRPORT, NEW YORK
EL CAJON, CALIFORNIA
ETOBICOKE, ONTARIO, CANADA
CHANDLER, ARIZONA
CARLSBAD, CALIFORNIA
BRAMPTON, ONTARIO, CANADA
BREA, CALIFORNIA
BRACEBRIDGE, ONTARIO, CANADA
BLUFFTON, SOUTH CAROLINA
BEIRUT, BEYROUTH, LEBANON
BEL AIR, MARYLAND
BROOMFIELD, COLORADO
BUDAPEST, BUDAPEST, HUNGARY
CAPE TOWN, SOUTH AFRICA

CARACAS, DISTRITO FEDERAL, VENEZUELA, 
BOLIVARIAN REPUBLIC OF
CAPE CORAL, FLORIDA
CANYON COUNTRY, CALIFORNIA
CAMBRIA, CALIFORNIA
GRANADA HILLS, CALIFORNIA
HAMMOND, INDIANA
MILLBURN, NEW JERSEY
MOBILE, ALABAMA
MIAMI, FLORIDA
MERSIN, ICEL, TURKEY
MEMPHIS, TENNESSEE
MENIFEE, CALIFORNIA
MONTEREY PARK, CALIFORNIA
BAIA MARE, MARAMURES, ROMANIA
OCEAN SPRINGS, MISSISSIPPI
OCEANSIDE, CALIFORNIA
NORTHRIDGE, CALIFORNIA
NORTH HOLLYWOOD, CALIFORNIA
NAMPA, IDAHO
NORCROSS, GEORGIA
MATTESON, ILLINOIS
MAKATI, MANILA, PHILIPPINES
KATY, TEXAS
LA HABRA, CALIFORNIA
INDORE, MADHYA PRADESH, INDIA
HORSHAM, PENNSYLVANIA
HAZLETON, PENNSYLVANIA
HONG KONG, HONG KONG (SAR), 
HONG KONG
LAWRENCEVILLE, GEORGIA
LEIPZIG, SACHSEN, GERMANY
LOS GATOS, CALIFORNIA
LUQUE, CENTRAL, PARAGUAY
BATON ROUGE, LOUISIANA
LONG BEACH, CALIFORNIA
LITHONIA, GEORGIA
OLIVER, BRITISH COLUMBIA, CANADA

To our readers worldwide, we appreciate your
 102,032+ clicks to H&V magazine online!

Where Do Hollywood & Vine 
Readers Live?

[advertise!] [subscribe!] [write!]

*To purchase a 1-year subscription (6 printed issues) at $48, please make money order payable to 
“Breaking into Hollywood” and mail with this form to P.O. Box. 3909; Hollywood, CA 90078. 

For questions, call (310) 712-3459 or email staff@hollywoodvinemag.com.

Check a box of interest and mail form to the address below:

I’d like more info on advertising in H&V! I’d like to subscribe to H&V!* I’d like to write for H&V!
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2012

ADVERTISING DATES
All ad contracts & artwork due by:

March/aprIl – Feb. 1

May/June – aprIl 13

July/august – June 1

EDITORIAL DATES
All article submissions & content due by:

March/aprIl – Jan. 13

May/June – aprIl 13

July/august – June 15

To advertise or for more
information, contact us!

310.712.3459
ad@hollywoodvinemag.com

All ads and content subject to BiH board approval.

Founder
& Editor-in-Chief

Angela M. Hutchinson
angela@hollywoodvinemag.com

Managing Editors 
LaKenya Finley

Todd Horinouchi

Creative Designer
Thaddeus V. Krysiuk Jr. 

Photographer
Christian Rodrigo Muro

Contributors*

Vice President of Sales
Antoinette Delk

Advertising Director
Kelly Taylor

Account Executive
Tonetti Suttice

Public Relations
ATG Publicity, Tyler Gross

Hollywood & Vine (H&V) is a print magazine published 6 times a year by the 501(c)(3) non-profit organization, 
BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD (BiH). H&V is also distributed as a PDF via email to BiH member and 
affiliates, as well as online to the public via e-blasts and social media websites. Opinions expressed are solely 
those of the authors. Letters, article queries, and photos are welcomed but will not be returned. Correspondence 
can be mailed to Breaking into Hollywood; Attn:  H&V; P.O. Box 3909; Hollywood, CA 90078. Submissions 
are subject to editing for style, content, and to exclusive rights provisions in this publication. Republication 
rights in any form are reserved. To reprint an article, to advertise in H&V, or for any general questions, please 
call (310) 712-3459 or email staff@hollywoodvinemag.com. To purchase a yearly subscription (6 issues) for $30/
year, visit www.hollywoodvinemag.com.

ISSN: 2161-251X
© Copyright 2012

BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD
Board of Directors

Maria Aceves
Kirk & Joni Bovill
Antoinette Delk

Angela M. Hutchinson*
Doug Jackson

Wilmer Jackson
Sarah-Elizabeth Langford

Kiri Stevens

Associate Director
Nicole Butler*

Interns
Ikiya Cade
Alex Varela

Shakeila Beard
Katrina P. Diamond

Diary Diva
Guillermo Escalona 

Charles Maceo

Yvonne Montoya
Jessica Nin

Onnikah Randolph
Talia Thiesfield

Patricia Veneman
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plan.create.grow.

address: 12721 pacific ave. apt #4 | los angeles, ca 90066

phone: 1.570.328.5420

email: info@obsessedcreative.com

www.obsessedcreative.com

@obsessedcre8ive / ObsessedCreative
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On the Red Carpet

[ Editor’s Anecdote ]

@iamBiH

raditionally, rolling out a red carpet was used to greet chief government officials. The 
earliest use of the term  ‘red carpet’ was 458 BC in a Greek play—talk about “Bringing 
Back Broadway” (p. 10)!
 While I have attended several red carpet events, it was truly an amazing 

experience to go with my husband to a regular movie theater with VIP tickets to attend my 
first movie premiere, where I received a single card screen credit as “Casting by Angela M. 
Hutchinson.”
 Since the last issue of Hollywood & Vine, I signed with an agency for the first time as 
a Casting Director.  Coincidentally, my agent worked with Billy Dee Williams who I cast 
among other star names in a film that wrapped production earlier this year.  Also, I was 
recently quoted as a Casting Director in the Chicago Tribune and Yahoo!.  And I will be 
appearing on the cover of the Tennessee Tribune, thanks to the publisher and my dear 
mentor, Mrs. Rosetta Miller-Perry.  She hired me for my first journalism internship, and 
under Mrs. Perry’s supervision I developed a passion for entrepreneurialism and community 
journalism.  Her influence and that of my family, friends, BiH colleagues and other 
prominent mentors inspired the vision for H&V.  Today, the print and online publication is 
being read throughout more than 10 countries and thousands of readers in Los Angeles and 
other U.S. cities. I say this to encourage you to be flexible about your red carpet debut.
 While you may have moved to Hollywood to become a screenwriter like myself, or 
maybe a singer, director or producer, there may be another related career path, like becoming 
a script supervisor, cover band, director of photography or line producer that will lead 
to your desired achievements.  I sometimes bump into writers that knew me when I was 
president of the Scriptwriters Network, and they ask me if I’m still passionate about writing 
and why I wear so many industry hats instead of just focusing on my screenwriting career. 
Well, having worked as a talent agent and casting director, I have developed a sincere interest 
in various facets of the entertainment industry.  While I am very much passionate about 
my career as a writer, I am equally grateful to have had the opportunity to do all that I’ve 
done. If interested in learning more about my journey, I  ‘tell all’ in my comedic memoir, 
“BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD,” which is available on Amazon and at the Writers Store 
in Burbank. 
 Okay, enough about me!  I’m quite thrilled about this March/April issue because we 
take you along the journey of a BiH member who walked his first red carpet in Cannes, 
France (p. 28) for his directorial debut. We also feature an intimate talk with David Martin-
Porras (on the cover), a Spanish film director who shares his filmmaking experiences (p. 20).
 In addition, crowdfunding experts offer strategies on raising money for your film or 
project. Once you accomplish the hardest part of filmmmaking—securing the financing, 
ProductionHUB gives tips on “Prepping for the Big Screen” (p. 26).
 For the actors awaiting the glitz and glam moment of walking the red carpet, two 
prominent casting directors visit our Casting Office to share their  “Audition DON’Ts and 
DOs” (p. 18).  And of course, we honor the late Whitney Elizabeth Houston by showcasing 
one of her on-screen homes in our Celebrity MLS (p. 23).  
 Now, for my parting thoughts about being on the red carpet—stop daydreaming about 
it!  Concentrate on being progressive by developing the “4 Habits of Successful Artists” 
(p. 14).  I am confident if you master these techniques, and continue to hone your talents, 
one of Diary Diva’s “12 Tweeting Talk Show Hosts” (p. 19) may just follow you at your first 
(or next) red carpet.

Seize the journey!

Angela M. Hutchinson
Editor-in-Chief
angela@hollywoodvinemag.com
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By Talia THiesfield

Photography By CHrisTian rodrigo Muro

THe vision for 
reviTalizing los 
angeles’ Hidden 
Treasure of THe 
naTion’s firsT and 
largesT HisToriC 
THeaTre disTriCT 
is sHared By CiTy 
leaders, downTown 
residenTs, CoMMuniTy 
organizaTions and 
loCal Business 
owners.
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revenue.  However, following the construc-
tion of the Egyptian Theatre in 1922 and 
the end of WWII, loyal patrons of the 
Broadway Theater District began migrating 
to Hollywood and the suburbs, which are 
now bustling with multiplexes and shopping 
malls.  Downtown suffered greatly and the 
Broadway Theater District began to deterio-
rate.  Today, there are 12 remaining histori-
cal theaters in L.A., which include The Los 
Angeles, The Orpheum, The United Artists 
and The Palace.

new face of Broadway
Downtown Los Angeles has undergone a 
facelift that rivals any Hollywood starlet.  
Beginning in 1999 with a City Council-en-
forced ordinance that allowed the repurpos-
ing of old buildings, the Downtown revi-
talization boom has spanned over a decade.  
According to L.A. City Councilmember Jose 
Huizar there are currently 50,000 residents 
now calling downtown Los Angeles home, a 
whopping 40,000 more than last year. 
Huizar is at the forefront of the Broadway 
corridor’s revitalization and serves as the 
initiator and Chair of the Bringing Back 
Broadway initiative that was launched in 
2008.  The plan is in its third year of a ten-
year plan that aims to achieve the preserva-
tion and reopening of the historic theaters, 
the reactivation of the streetcar transporta-
tion system, and the rehabilitation of over 
one million square feet of available space. 
 “We have about twelve theaters.  We 
want to put more in line and the way we do 

that is to ensure that Broadway is safe, that 
it has better infrastructure, and also that 
we work on a better transportation system,” 
explains Huizar.
 One of the most anticipated develop-
ments of the project is undoubtedly the new 
Broadway Arts Center, which will directly 
address the unique needs of downtown’s 
artist community.  The new center is part 
of a $100,000 grant awarded by the Na-
tional Endowment of the Arts (NEA) to 
the Department of Cultural Affairs and its 
project partners Bringing Back Broadway, 
the Actor’s Fund, CalArts and ArtSpace.  
The Broadway Arts Center will be a mixed-
use facility that will offer multi-disciplinary 
support for artists and creatives, including 
affordable live/work housing, rehearsal and 
performance spaces, educational facilities 
and ground floor retail.  
 Ed Kelsey of the League of Historic 
American Theatres recognizes that the 
construction of the center and the reopen-
ing of the theaters will stimulate the creative 
community and economy.  “The kind of 
people who want to live downtown are art-
ists and actors, technicians, and people that 
work creatively.  The more we give them the 
opportunity to work, the better it will be for 
everybody.”  
 At a recent Bringing Back Broad-
way Forum held at the historic Orpheum 
Theatre, Kelsey explained, “theaters are 
one of the few things that can revitalize a 
downtown neighborhood.  A theater can 
bring 2,000 people at a time, compared to 

restaurants.  When you have entertainment 
that’s planned and coordinated, you bring in 
new things, tourists, and even convention-
eers looking for entertainment.”
 Joe Benincasa, Chairman of the Actors 
Fund Housing Development Corporation 
explains, “people who work in the arts and 
entertainment often have lower incomes 
and only a small percentage work full-time.  
Creating affordable housing opportuni-
ties for them is a good thing and will foster 
economic development and further help to 
revitalize downtown Los Angeles.” Accord-
ing to the NEA’s projections, the Broadway 
Arts Center aims to serve over 5,000 artists 
a year upon its opening.

Making Change More acces-
sible
The Bringing Back Broadway project and 
the development of the Broadway Arts 
Center have garnered tremendous early 
support, but there are still concerns within 
the creative community that are still being 
considered and addressed.  In a recent report 
released by the Department of Cultural 
Affairs, it was discovered that one of the 
primary concerns shared by Los Angeles 
artists is that downtown is not centrally 
located and in fact is inconveniently isolated 
for many performing artists.  Many artists 
share concerns about the distance between 
downtown and the entertainment-oriented 
Westside, noting that many audition oppor-
tunities come up on very short notice.  
 Dennis Allen, Executive Director of 

www.bringingbackbroadway.com
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L.A. Streetcar Inc., and Metro Planning 
Director Robin Blair have both been cham-
pions for the integration of the revitalized 
downtown streetcar with the developing Re-
gional Connector.  The Regional Connector 
plans to provide direct underground train 
service between Long Beach and Pasadena, 
and East L.A. and Santa Monica.  Blair 
paints the picture of what this proposed 
system would look like by saying, “The 
Regional Connector is bringing a massive 
amount of people to and through down-
town.  When they get off at a downtown 
station, they need to get a certain distance.  
What the streetcar does is it begins to move 
them places they wouldn’t normally go and 
it moves them faster so it becomes a preference.”  
 Allen further says, “We’ve got to get 
back to mixed modes of transportation and 
having different alternatives for people to 

get around Los Angeles.”  The integration 
of these travel methods is expected to reach 
completion by 2015 and will facilitate travel 
for many performing artists who are inter-
ested in working and playing in the revital-
ized corridor, but are currently living outside 
the downtown area.

an optimistic future
Councilman Jose Huizar has consistently 
affirmed that Broadway has long been a 
dividing line between revitalizing areas of 
downtown Los Angeles.  So what makes the 

Broadway corridor and the theaters such a 
priority?  Perhaps it’s the plethora of jobs 
that will be created with the revitalization of 
the theaters and the repurposing of empty 
commercial space.  Or perhaps it’s the rev-
enue that could be generated by reactivating 
the streetcar system, bringing new residents 
and tourists to Broadway each day.  One 
thing is for sure as far as Councilman Hui-
zar is concerned.  “The heart of Broadway 
and downtown has begun to beat faster and 
faster these days,” he boasts.  “We’re going to 
keep it going.”

Talia Thiesfield is a SAG/AEA actress and 
singer in New York.  She received her BFA in 
Acting from the University of Connecticut and 
her MFA from UC Irvine.  She works in film, 
television, theater and voiceovers.  
www.taliathiesfield.com 
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4Habits of

How to Survive and Thrive in the 
City of Dreams and Procrastination

Successful
Artists

By PaTriCia veneMan

ake a look at the faces of the tourists and newcomer 
artists making a pilgrimage to have their picture taken 
in front of the Hollywood sign. Why is it so impor-
tant to them?  Why does it matter? It matters because 
Hollywood represents a kingdom where imagination is 

everything. It is a place where meaning itself is created, inno-
vation is generated, talent is discovered and fame is no longer 
a fantasy. Every successful actor, director, writer, producer 

or industry pro who has broken into Hollywood did so by 
mastering professional habits.  Perhaps Aristotle defined habit 
best: “We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not an 
act, but a habit.”  If you’ve made a sincere commitment to your 
entertainment career, then it will greatly benefit you to develop 
a regular tendency or practice.  These four professional habits 
are worth picking up.

“We are what we repeatedly do. Excellence then, is not an act, but a habit.” - Aristotle
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1.  Network with the Right People
The saying, “It’s not what you know, but who you know...and who 
knows you,” especially holds true in Los Angeles. You may have 
written the most remarkable screenplay; you may have an amaz-
ing reel and be the next Steven Spielberg, but if you can’t show 
your talent to the right people you will not break in. So make 
a list of everyone you know. Contact them and mention your 
career pursuits.  Make another list of everyone you know who 
knows someone in Hollywood. Contact them and ask for advice 
or help but with a specific goal in mind. Never contact a promi-
nent professional or mentor with an open-ended invitation to 
help you in any way that they can. Successful people often main-
tain extremely busy schedules so valuing their time is important.
            Make an agreement with yourself to have lunch with one 
new person in the business once a week. Consider treating them 
if that’s in your budget. No matter what make it happen, even if 
you are an introvert. This professional habit alone will eventu-
ally generate heat and friction. It will open up new worlds, ideas, 
places and prevent depression.
            As you work hard you will begin to form a network of 
contacts that will move you from just surviving to thriving. So 
network. Join a writing group. It is one way of socializing and 
can be used to meet personal goals. Or, find a good coffee house 
where you feel comfortable writing and make an effort to meet 
people. Another way to network is to frequent a good industry 
bookstore.  Samuel French Bookstore on Sunset Boulevard has 
the largest selection of dramatic arts books. There, you can meet 
people, perform research on your craft and gather information to 
formulate your target.
            Also, attend events like those sponsored by Breaking into 
Hollywood which host Q&A discussions with power players. 
Cultivate these people. Take them out to dinner. Stay in touch. 
But be careful before you tap these resources for a favor. You 
must be ready with compelling work because you may have only 
one chance.

2.  Consume a Daily Dose of Discipline 
Treat this habit as if it’s a prescription—to discipline yourself 
on follow through of your career goals and daily tasks. When 
you get a chance to network with an industry insider, your work 
must be ready. If you are a writer you must write. And then write 
more. Every day. You must produce pages. Every day. Write for at 
least two hours. This sounds simple. It’s not. 
 Scan your day with the unflinching gaze of a cobra for po-
tential interruptions and let nothing stand in your way. Plan all 
your activities around securing these two potent hours of focus 
because all things will conspire to prevent you. Be a warrior and 
make this your practice even if you have to get up at 5:00 A.M. 
to do it. You’ll feel better because freedom from anxiety comes 
from following your own path with great intensity.
  The ones who make it aren’t necessarily the brightest or the 
best. The ones who make it are the ones who do not give up and 
persist no matter what. Breaking into Hollywood is all about 
keeping at it even when the going gets tough. According to the 
late Green Bay Packers Coach, Vince Lombardi, “Once you learn 
to quit, it becomes a habit.” So hone in on forming the habit of 
discipline not quitting.

3. Eliminate Negative Influences 
You’ve got your first draft done or you have a rough edit of your 
film and now you need feedback. When you’re ready to show 
your work, be careful whose feedback you listen to. There is dan-
ger in listening to the wrong voice. You can get lost for an entire 
year, or forever for that matter.
            Life is made up of opposites, so learn to hold two opposite 
possibilities at once. Meaning, the opinion you just heard is true; 
you should take it to heart, and that their critique will make your 
story stronger.  But take note that you may also have something 
so completely new they cannot conceptualize it or understand it.
            Another saying goes, “Garbage in garbage out.”  If logging 
onto your computer and reading the news or watching pundits 
argue sends you into a depression or fills you with rage, don’t go 
there. Toxic emotions lower your frequency. Research shows that 
15 minutes of frustration depresses your immune system for 25 
hours. Stay open to your own unique creative channels.  Current 
wisdom holds that you should watch everything and study every 
talented celebrity. But some successful artists advise the opposite 
and do not own a television or don’t have cable.  Be aware that 
total immersion in popular culture may rob you of your own 
creative voice. It may distract you and dull your brilliance. Find 
a balance and stay fresh and true to your voice. Be aware of what 
influences you allow to enter your head. Hollywood is a place 
where everyone is watching the acts of everyone else, however, 
you can always feel it when a filmmaker has simply recycled other 
movies in a superficial way. So get down to the bones of your 
own emotional desires and fears and create your talent or vision 
from that place.
            As an artist you can invite anyone you like from the past 
to have dinner with you tonight. There is a rich and wonderful 
world of literature and film that precedes you. Get a book on film 
history and watch old films. Listen to great music. Read books 
on writing and film. Read the screenplays of the films you like. 
Watch silent films, worldwide blockbusters and international 
movies. Examine their structure. Read the classics. How many 
films have been based on “The Odyssey” or on Jane Austen’s 
stories? Recycle gold not garbage.  Stay abreast of what other 
geniuses have been up to.

4. Take Aim & Fire:  Market, Target, Submit
Scientific experiments in Quantum Mechanics have proven that 
whatever we focus on is what will occur. One part of this focus 
is to visualize what you want. This consists of imagining the best 
possible outcome for your project and feeling every aspect of how 
pleasurable it will be as it comes true.
 The other part of this focus is to brand yourself. Create your 
own web page and use all forms of social media to promote your 
work. Rethink and recreate your projects fluidly from script form 
to book to graphic novel to play to blog feed to webisodes and 
back again if necessary.
 In order to take aim and fire, you have to know what target 
you wish to hit. Research who is who in the industry and what 
projects they are producing or affiliated with in some way. 
Submit your work to professionals working in a similar genre. 
Reveal yourself in your work and take chances. The kingdom of 
Hollywood resides in your heart. Create something that means 
something.

Patricia Veneman is a writer with a BFA in Fine Arts Painting and a Master’s in Film Theory. She taught Film Theory at City College of San 
Francisco and her action thriller, “Selling Spring” was a Nicholls Fellowship semi-finalist. Veneman recently completed the first of a sci fi trilogy, 
and is developing a low budget horror film and a TV series set in 1930s depression era Hollywood.
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Pamela’s DON’Ts
1.Be Late for Audition
2. Shake Hands with Casting Director
3. Talk Too Much (Due to Nerves)
4. Wear Inappropriate Clothing
5. Wear Strong Perfume or Cologne
6. Rush Through Your Scene
7. Miss an Opportunity to Audition
8. Lie on Your resume
9. Believe the Hype! (Do Your Own Re
     search)
10. Miss the Boat by Not Being Prepared!

Natasha’s DOs
1. Know the Art of Acting
2. Continue to Study Your Craft
3. Treat Your Craft as a Business
4. Keep a Strong Mind, Body and Spirit
5. Always Be Humble
6. Network with Other Actors
7. Always be Prepared
8. Ask Questions about Your Scene to Make 
     the Right Choices
9. Have the Right Headshots
10. Be Optimistic!
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asting gurus Pamela Frazier and Natasha Ward of Frazier/Ward 
Casting have teamed up to become one of the most powerful casting 
director teams in the business. Pamela Frazier has cast such films as 
“The Notorious B.I.G.,” “Stomp The Yard,” “We the Party,” “Beauty 

Shop,” “The Firehouse Dog,” “The New Guy,” “Collateral Damage” and 
“Radio,” as well as a range of TV series, movies of the week (MOWs), 
and reality series such as VH1 docu-reality hit “What Chilli Wants” and 
MTV’s “Disaster Date”. Other television series include “Big Shots” and 
“Alias” (ABC), “Mad TV” (FOX), “Resurrection Blvd” (Showtime), “Arliss” 
(HBO) and many others. Frazier is also a talent executive and producer for 
Eyeboogie Incorporated, one of the largest entertainment web companies 
in Hollywood. She has hit shows on the web for VH1, MSN, Reveille, 
Comedy.com, Versus, TruTV, Yahoo!, Bing! and Reelz TV along with such 
brands as Microsoft, Subway, and Toyota.

 Natasha Ward has worked as a Casting Director and Casting Associ-
ate on a plethora of studio films, including “Roll Bounce,” “House Bunny,” 
“Obsessed,” “Big Momma’s House 3”, “Lottery Ticket,” “This Christmas,” 
“Stomp The Yard 2,” “Blood & Bone,” and “Our Family Wedding” to name 
a few.  She has also cast several independent films and worked on countless 
TV shows, such as “Cold Case” (CBS) and “October Road” (ABC).  In ad-
dition, Ward has also cast AFI shorts, USC shorts, web series, music videos 
and a host of commercials; she also produces stand-up comedy shows.
 Now, let’s go inside the Hollywood & Vine casting office to learn the 
DOs and DON’Ts of auditioning. Frazier and Ward recently emailed a 
D&D list for actors. Check out the iPads below to find out their 10 tips! 
Then, take a moment to reflect on the casting office notes from this month’s 
columnist, SAG and AEA actor Charles Maceo.

By CHarles MaCeo

[ Casting Office ]

AUDITION
DON’Ts
& DOs

While a casting office is typically thought of as the office for a casting director, the Hollywood & Vine casting office is a column run by actors. 
These talented artists will go inside the minds of casting professionals to unveil insight about the business of acting and a more accurate 
perspective of the casting process. If actors have a question they would like to ask the casting office, email casting@hollywoodvinemag.com.
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Casting Office Notes
As a frequently auditioning actor, Maceo shares his thoughts on the casting 
guros’ lists.  “Always be humble.” That’s easily one of my favorite DOs.  I’ve 
seen and known an infinite amount of actors draw a map of Hollywood 
and sharpie themselves dead smack as the center of it. Regardless if we’ve 
studied at a renowned university or with a Larry Moss type or have been 
deemed as an actor with Oscar worthy talent, one must respect the process. 
As many of us know, this industry is filled with infrequent highs but a 
plethora of valleys. Keeping a humble heart will deter us from such beliefs 
as “I don’t need to take an acting class. I have a MFA,” or “I love my head-
shots. I don’t understand why my agent detests them.” It’s way too easy to 
feel like the industry owes us something as if we are the only aspiring actor 
trying to turn a passion into a career. Whether it’s a scene study class or 
casting workshop, we have to get in there and grow.  Let’s face it: if 
we are not taking practical steps every single day towards cementing a place 
in entertainment, we’ve chosen the wrong industry. We must study the 
art of acting but as Natasha points out, we must also know the business. 
Whether it’s taking a workshop with a casting director or hiring a career/
life coach to help crystallize our vision, that’s the commitment we as actors 
need to make. And since the aforementioned likely involves money, it’s what 
I’ve known many actor friends to dogmatically state, “I’m not paying to 
meet a casting director or for someone to help me with my image.” That’s 
like a young, broke, unknown Bill Gates saying, “I want to start my Apple 
company but I don’t want to pay for advertising.” Continue to cultivate your 
acting chops but also stay in tune with what makes one business savvy. As 
some may say, this is called show business…not show art.
 

Venturing off into the land of DON’Ts, Pamela has haiku-ed her years of 
experience into a short list that could have some longstanding effects on 
our careers. After pondering her responses, I couldn’t help but assume that 
she has seen countless actors and actresses in this industry emphasize the 
irrelevant. I mean, just think about what she’s mentioning: shaking hands, 
striking up nervous laden conservations that don’t know brevity, unneces-
sary and perhaps revealing clothing, strong stenches, and worst of them all: 
lying. 
 Is this what our acting professors and coaches preached to us? Do 
the Stanislavky’s and Uta Hagan’s of the world urge us to spray pounds of 
Calvin Klein’s newest fragrance in order to find rich sub-text from those 
sides we desperately want to nail with our artistic hammer? Is that voice 
from deep within our spirits really urging us to fall victim to mendacity and 
conjure up fantasized credits on our resumes in order to appear more mar-
ketable and hirable? If you’re being completely honest, a resounding “No” 
just piped out of your lips. I know and have seen many actors who have 
fallen into the-oh-so easy trap of making a lasting impression, and define it 
by doing (and saying) things which have no absolute bearing on the work. 
 To intentionally or unintentionally do these “DON’Ts,” implies that 
we don’t trust ourselves, our talent, our capabilities or our experiences. 
Therefore, we give into forging a credit onto a resume or trying to give a 
casting director a high five and a chest bump (or even worse) as if that was 
going to help us when in reality…it may hurt us. What I’m hearing from 
Pamela is that we must be confident in who we are. Be prompt. Do the 
grunt work on the sides in order to be utterly prepared for the audition.  
There are a whole bunch of actors swimming in the murky waters of Hol-
lywood and many are even back at shore of Obsolete-ville. In case you are 
wondering why, Pamela said it best:  they missed the boat. 

12 Tweeting Talk Show Hosts

Follow ME 
(@diarydiva) 

for tenacious tweets on 
@HVmagazine 

celebrities 
in the news!

@JimmyKimmel: Maury Povich just tried to give 
Wikipedia a paternity test
@diarydiva: @JimmyKimmel Huh?! Guess he’ll try one 
on anyone and anything!

@niecynash: GM! Be willing to do EVERYTHING to reach 
ur dreams...but not ANYTHING. In ur own heart u kno the 
difference:) let’s go!!!
@diarydiva:  @niecynash  But isn’t everything anything? 
I’m just saying...

@LarryKing: How do you know if a vitamin is working?
@diarydiva:  @LarryKing You should feel hungry...all 
mine make me eat!

@Dr Oz: Want to drop a decade in minutes?  I’m going to 
show you how! Tune in for these beauty secrets 
@diarydiva:  @DrOz Seriously? This is what people are 
concerned about?

@AndersonCopper: Several of the teen girls with 
twitches and strange symptoms in a NY town are now 
recovering. Was it all in their head?
@diarydiva: @AndersonCopper IDK. But I won’t 
be drinking or eating anything in LeRoy, New York! 
STRANGE…

@ChelsaLately:  Lindsay Lohan is hosting SNL w/musical 
Jack White. She agreed to do it thinking that was actually 
the name of the coke they were getting her
@diarydiva:  @ChelsaLately  Hey Chelsa, get a MAN 
and get happy! 
 
@Tavis Smiley: The King of Otuam, Ghana is a woman...
[Peggielene Bartels]
@diarydiva:  @Tavis Smiley Go ahead, King Peggy!

@meredithvieria: I should have been preparing for my 
next segment instead of tweeting, so I may make no sense 
when I do the next spot, forgive me!!!
@diarydiva: @meredithvieria You see, new media can 
get you distracted and off your game!!!  #focus
 
@ehasselbeck: Okay- I seriously feel so blessed to have 
been able to spend the morning with Mary J.!!!!! She has a 
heart for God & a spirit full of love
@dairydiva: @ehasselbeck I L-O-V-E her music! 

@oreillyfactor: O’Quiz: According to President Obama, 
what is the one thing Michelle “allows” him to watch in the 
morning?
@diarydiva:  @oreillyfactor Well, we know it’s not you 
since the Factor comes on in the evening. Hmmm... 
[@HVmagazine: ESPN is the answer.] 
 
@ShaunRobinson: Ladies, Prada has these new Rose-Toe 
Flame Sandals for $1,300 dollars! You like?
@diarydiva:  @ShaunRobinson Access Hollywood must 
be paying! I’ll take a pair are you buying?! 

@JulieChen: Thx 4 ur tweets abt my shoes frm 2day’s 
show & a big thx 2 Sergio Rossi 4 designing shoes so 
beautiful & comfortable! 
@diarydiva:  @JulieChen I need to become a tweetin’ 
talk show host- they are wearing the hottest shoes...for 
FREE!! 

Charles Maceo is a SAG and AEA actor based in Los 
Angeles with national and regional stage credits which 
includes runs at the award-winning Actors Co-Op along 
with The Company of Angels.  Maceo has also landed 
numerous lead roles in independent films. In addition to 
his acting work, he  serves as an acting teacher for at-risk 
inner-city youth through the non-profit, City Hearts. “Glee” 
star, Max Adler, recently joined Maceo in a day of teaching 

Shakespeare to a group of third graders who were also invited to showcase their 
talents to agents at the William Morris Endeavor screening room. 
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FIRST LOOK AT SPANISH FILM DIRECTOR

DAVID MARTIN-PORRAS
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orn in Salamanca, Spain, David Martin-Porras felt a strong 
passion for storytelling from an early age. During his first two 
years of college, he studied Mass Media Communication at the 

University of Salamanca and worked for the local newspaper. In 2002, 
he won an Erasmus scholarship to study in Munich, Germany for a 
year at the Ludwig-Maximiliam Universität. After his return to Spain, 
Martin-Porras moved to Barcelona where he finished his bachelor’s degree 
at the Pompeu Fabra University. This city opened his eyes to the art of 
filmmaking. From 2003 to 2006, he shot three short films with renowned 
Spanish actors and also worked for Pedro Almodovar’s Production 
Company, El Deseo. 
  In 2006 Martin-Porras won a scholarship from La Caixa Foundation 
to study in the USA and he began the Directing Program at UCLA Film 
School. For his first film in English, “The Breakfast,” he worked with the 
two-time Tony award winning actress, Cherry Jones. In 2008 he screened 
his next movie, “Portrait of a Couple,” at the Palm Springs Short Film 
Festival, and sold the broadcast rights to LOGO TV. His most political 
film, “Ida y Vuelta” (Round Trip), was selected as a National Finalist for the 
Student Academy Awards; it also won the Latino category of the Directors 
Guild of America Student Awards and the 3rd prize at the Short film 
contest Version Española sponsored by the Spanish Public Television.

 Martin-Porras graduated in December 2009 with his thesis film, “The 
Widow,” for which he received the biggest grant for short films from the 
government of the Spanish region Castilla y León. 
He also won with this film the DGA Student 
Latino Award for the second year in a row.
  In less than a year after his graduation, 
independent producer Luz Gyalui hired Martin-
Porras to direct the feature script “Stealing 
Summers.”  The movie was shot in Buenos 
Aires with James Jagger (Mick Jagger’s son), 
Sophie Auster (the daughter of the American 
novelist Paul Auster) and Wilson Bethel (“Hart 
of Dixie”). “Stealing Summers” premiered in 
October 2011 at the Valladolid International Film 
Festival (Seminci) in Spain with great coverage 
from the media. Currently, he is working on the 
development of his next feature film “A Texas 
Story.” Martin-Porras is an international director 
on the rise and Hollywood & Vine is honored to 
showcase his talent.
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What inspired you to become a filmmaker and to move to 
the U.S.?
When I was studying in Barcelona, my teacher of History of 

Cinema showed us two scenes in which a boy meets and falls in love 
with a girl. The first one was taken from a silent Italian movie from the 
early 1910’s, the second one from Hitchcock’s 1945 film “Spellbound.”  
Both of them were telling the same boy-meets-girl story but with a 
different film language (camera movements, lighting, acting, editing, 
etc.). My teacher told me that those differences were the history of 
cinema, and I decided that I wanted to be part of the evolution of that 
language, of that history.
  When I finished my college degree in Barcelona I knew I wanted 
to become a writer/director, but I didn’t know how to make it happen. 
So I decided to do what I knew best—to study.  I got a fellowship 
from La Caixa Foundation and came to Los Angeles to get my master 
in film directing in UCLA.

 
Are there any notable differences in the filmmaking 
culture within Spain vs. Los Angeles?

Los Angeles filmmaking is like a national sport. Everyone does it. In 
Spain, it seems more like a dream that only very few dare to do.
 

You were selected as a Film Independent Fellow for 
Project: Involve, congrats! What is the most useful thing 
you’ve learned?

Yes, it was an amazing experience. We met great professionals who 
shared with us their insight in the industry.  And we built a network 
with our fellows to develop our own projects. The most important 
lesson I learned is that filmmaking is teamwork.
 

What do you enjoy most about directing, and what is the 
most challenging aspect?
 I love working with actors because they, unlike cameras, 

lights and computers, don’t do what you ask them to do, but an 
interpretation of it. That is pure storytelling.
 

Do you sit in on the casting sessions with the casting 
director for your films? If so, what are you looking for in 
the actors that audition?

I always sit in on the casting sessions from the first call to be sure 
I’m not missing the opportunity to meet a great actor for the part. 
What I expect from an actor is to see that he or she has worked on 
the text and the character before showing up to the audition. That’s 
why I always send a synopsis and a character description along with 
the sides. The final decision is based on how well the candidate can 
perform the vision I have in my head.
 

As a recipient of a DGA student award, what was that 
moment like for you to have been recognized for your 
directing ability?

This recognition made me very happy because both films tell stories 
that are very important to me.  But most importantly, it was the best 
way to thank my actors and my crew for working so hard on them.
  

For most directors’ directorial debut, it is often a project 
they wrote or produced, which is not the case for 
you. Tell us how you landed the opportunity to direct 

“Stealing Summers.” 

 It’s a feature film written by Matt Lester and produced by Luz Gyalui. 
We all met at UCLA and when Luz read Matt’s script she thought of 
me as the director because of my previous work. It’s a very rare thing 
to be offered a script when you haven’t directed a feature before and I 
still feel fortunate and grateful. The most important thing of going to 
a film school is the network you make with your classmates. UCLA is 
a great program in that sense because it encourages collaboration and 
team work.
 

Tell us about your preparation process during 
pre-production.
“Stealing Summers” is about three young Americans living 

in Buenos Aires that plan a robbery to keep living the life. From 
reading the script I felt that the city was the forth character, so I flew 
to Argentina way before the shoot to explore it and get inspiration. I 
had very little time to rehearse with my actors so I talked to them a lot 
on Skype about the characters. When they arrived to Buenos Aires we 
all were on the same page.
 

Breaking into Hollywood is a difficult task to conquer.  
Do you ever feel like quitting?  
As much as I have doubts, my passion for filmmaking burns 

inside of me with more intensity everyday . Rejection is painful. But 
you have to keep trying. I just want to make movies. I’ll do whatever it 
takes to make that dream come true.
 

What’s next for you? 
I am writing a script called “A Texas Story.” It’s about a cop 
and his wife that blackmail a rich kid, taking advantage of 

a discriminatory law against HIV positive people in Texas.  But the 
tables turn when the kid finds out a big secret that the cop is hiding 
from his wife. It’s a thriller in the line of “A Simple Plan” and “Mystic 
River.”
 

Where do you see the future of filmmaking with our 
technically advancing society?
The future of filmmaking is in the good stories not in the 

advanced technology.
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The Bodyguard Mansion

hitney Houston made history as the 
only artist to chart seven consecutive #1 
Billboard Hot 100 hits. She was also 
the first female to enter the Billboard 
200 chart at #1, which occurred in 
1987 with her second album “Whitney.”  
Houston’s soundtrack for the movie “The 
Bodyguard” remains one of the10 biggest 

selling albums of all time. “The Bodyguard” soundtrack went 17x 
platinum in the United States alone. Her rendition of Dolly Parton’s “I 
Will Always Love You” is the best selling U.S. single of all time.

Making of the Voice
The Houston family began honing her musical gift at a young age 
as Houston sang in the church choir throughout her teen years. She 
gained vocal credits singing with acts such as Chaka Khan, Herbie 
Mann, the Neville Brothers, Michael Zager and other artists. Having 
a songstress mother, Cissy Houston, and two dynamic singers as 
cousins (Dee Dee Warwick and Dionne Warwick) certainly helped to 
cultivate the budding vocalist. 
 In 1983, Houston was visited at a New York nightclub by Clive 
Davis of Arista Records, and was signed to the record label on the 
spot after hearing her performance. Whitney Houston went on to 
have three consecutive #1 singles and sold over 12 million copies 
in the U.S. and millions abroad. The Whitney Houston LP (long-
playing phonograph record) set the record as the biggest selling debut 
album by any solo artist. Houston’s later albums continued to set 
records and established her as an icon. 

On Screen Home
As an actress, Houston’s on screen credits include “Waiting To 
Exhale,” “The Preacher’s Wife” and made for TV movie “Cinderella.”  
In 1992, Houston made her mark in film with her acting debut as 
the lead actress in the timeless film, “The Bodyguard.” Actor/director 
Kevin Costner played the role of Houston’s bodyguard in the film. 
 The mansion used for filming the movie is known as the Beverly 
House Estate. Located in Beverly Hills, the estate is a 50,000-square-
foot compound that boasts a mere 21 bedrooms in the main house. 
The home’s setting is nothing less than immaculate and dramatic 
with its Spanish-Italian ambiance, grand rooms and luxury outdoors 
living space. The Beverly House sits on almost four acres of land on a 
private knoll a few blocks away from Sunset Boulevard. The home also 
has its own gym and nightclub…talk about having a film party! This 
home was the perfect setting for a star like the incomparable Whitney 
Houston to call her on screen home. If you would like to film your 
next movie at the Beverly House, you can most certainly do so for a 
mere price tag of $600,000 a month.

We’ll Always Love You!
While Whitney Elizabeth Houston will surely be missed by her 

friends, family, the industry and her fans, her iconic legacy will live 
on through her music and talented daughter Bobbi. Having 170 
million combined album, single and video sales, there is evidence 
that to hear Houston is to love her. Her style of music has influenced 
the forthcoming generations of vocalists, and will continue to do so 
forever.

A tribute to an American Icon... Whitney Elizabeth Houston — 
Sunrise (August 9, 1963) and Sunset (February 11, 2012) 

By  onnikaH randolPH

[ Celebrity MLS ]
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he American Film Market (AFM) is the world’s largest film 
market. Founded in 1981, the event takes place annually in early 
November at the Loews Hotel in Santa Monica, CA.  AFM 
is produced by the Independent Film and Television Alliance, 

the trade association representing the world’s producers and distributors of 
independent motion pictures and television programs. AFM is unique in 
that it is a marketplace where production and distribution deals occur, and 
not only on completed films, but also films in every stage of production. 
 Most successful industry pros view AFM 
as a must-attend event. It’s estimated that more 
than 8,000 creative professionals from all over 
the world attend this eight-day entertainment 
business extravaganza. Over 90 new buying 
companies attended the 2011 market, rising 8% 
from 664 to 718, buying executives were up 7% 
from 1,417 to 1,523; and overall attendance rose 
4% to 7,988 versus 7,695 in 2010. Some of the 
growth from AFM this year was international. 
Buyers from China were up more than 50% and 
from Germany up more than 30%, and buyers 
from Mongolia and Cambodia were in attendance 
at the market for the first time.
 Producer Marc Clebanoff of Odyssey 
Motion Pictures is no stranger to AFM. An 
active participant since 2005, he has his game 
plan down. “ I spend months prior to the market 
researching foreign distributors, scouting new 
films, attempting to set up meetings with buyers 
and coordinating talent to attend specific events 
or meetings. The amount of legwork involved is 
overwhelming but so far it’s been panning out and now I am gearing up to 
attend the markets in Berlin and Cannes,” he shares.
 Clebanoff has attended in the past as a filmmaker and producer and for 
the first time in 2011 as a sales agent. “Some years have been more productive 
than others, but I feel that AFM is a phenomenal networking opportunity 
for anyone and everyone in the industry, particularly for filmmakers and 
actors,” he says. 
 AFM also offers the opportunity to screen films at many of the 
surrounding theaters in Santa Monica.  Nearly 400 films screened at AFM in 
2011, and about 65 of which were world premieres. 
  “AFM is definitely getting more competitive each year,” says Clebanoff. 
“In recent years there’s been upwards of 3,000 to 4,000 films per year; so for 

filmmakers and investors it’s become increasingly difficult to turn a profit on 
independent films because there is so much content strangling the market.”
 Clebanoff believes the competition forces producers to be even smarter 
and more strategic than normal with regard to how they produce their films. 
“This was part of my motivation to become a sales agent. I figured it would 
give me a better grasp of how to produce smarter films in the future, while 
simultaneously motivating more profit from films I produced in the past,” he 
says.

 New to the 2011 AFM was a five-day 
conference series covering topics such as finance, 
marketing, pitching, production and distribution. 
Panelists for the conferences included senior 
executives from 20th Century Fox, Disney 
and Sony pictures. AFM also had Q&As with 
industry power players such as Lauren Shuler 
Donner and Rob Reiner. 
 The American Film Market announced in 
early December that they’re staying at the Loews 
Santa Monica Beach Hotel until 2017 with 
exhibitions and conferences at neighboring hotels 
JW Marriott’s Le Merigot Beach Hotel and the 
Fairmont Miramar Hotel & Bungalows. 
 “Whether you’re an actor, producer, writer, 
etc., AFM is definitely a valuable networking 
experience,” says Clebanoff. “ Not only does it 
provide an opportunity to get much sought after 
face time with industry pros who are typically 
unavailable to you, it also provides some major 
insight into what types of films are finding success 
in the constantly evolving market.”

 Networking with agents, producers and distributors at AFM can bring 
a budding or even a seasoned filmmaker one step closer to that first or next 
blockbuster.  According to Clebanoff, every filmmaker has the same industry 
goal:  to be involved with solid and successful films.  He declares, “At AFM, 
you won’t find such an all-inclusive networking opportunity at any other 
event in Hollywood.”

Yvonne Montoya graduated with honors from The Los Angeles Film 
School, majoring in producing. Her producing credits include film and 
new media projects. She produced the independent feature film, “Janked,”  
which hit the film festival circuit this year. She is also an associate producer 
on “The BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD Show,” which aired on the 
Transit TV Network with 1.15 million viewers.

[Press Pass ]

By yvonne MonToya
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eing a director is more than just yelling “Action!” as 
the clap board slams down and the camera rolls. For 
the up-and-coming directors anxious to be the next 
James Cameron, Quentin Tarantino or Martin Scorsese 

(take your pick!): being a director takes leadership skills and 
an attitude that inspires those around you to work smart and 
work hard.  What truly differentiates good directors from the 
legendary ones? Being innovative, solving challenges as they arise 
and keeping your cool in times of chaos. Don’t take our word for 
it though. Let’s hear from a couple of industry pros firsthand on 
how they set themselves up for success as a director in this ever-
changing industry. 

Check Your Ego at the Door 
Adam Rush, self-taught director and industry pro, works with 
numerous celebrities behind the scenes in creating the perfect 
music videos. He worked on DJ Khaled’s “I’m So Hood” remix 
video (which was nominated for BET’s video of the year) as 
well as creates work for MTV, Lil’ Wayne and Nicki Minaj 
to name a few. Rush definitely has his work cut out for him 
when collaborating with such high profile industry stars and 
companies, but through it all he keeps creating great work 
while forming new relationships along the way. Whether it’s 
through ProductionHUB.com or word of mouth, Rush tells us 
having someone recommend your work is always the best way 
to get more work and continually connecting yourself with new 
opportunities. Always learning new techniques and striving to 
take every project further then the last will take you far. Rush 
adds, “Surround yourself with good people, and throw your ego 
out of the window.” 

By  kaTrina diaMond
         & JessiCa nin

Keeping your cool, getting connected and working as a team can help 
you achieve your directorial debut. But first, you must master the art 
and craft of directing your work, mindset and production.
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Keep Cool, Calm & Collected 
Being able to think on your feet at times 
of chaos is essential to being a respected 
director. Rush had an experience in the 
past when he showed up for a music 
video where a car and a motorcycle green 
screen chase was to be created, only to 
find out the car was not available. Instead 
of worrying about it, he simply painted 
a chair green and created the car in post 
production. It’s thinking on your feet 
that makes or breaks you in this industry 
and keeping your cool is necessary. 
 Granted, not everyone has a million 
dollar budget to work with when it 
comes to making a movie.  Regardless, 
Rush continually notices shrinking 
budgets in the industry. While most 
people would think that’s a negative, he 
thinks it’s not necessarily a bad thing at 
all. “It opens doors for younger directors 
to take on projects that the seasoned 
directors are passing up. Being resourceful 
is key. Working hard, trusting yourself and 
taking chances are what it’s all about.”

Never Underestimate the 
Power of Your Crew 
 With so many tips, tricks and trends 
on how to make it, it can definitely seem 
like a confusing road to your moviemaking 
dreams. What some people don’t realize is 
that team work is many times overlooked 
when most think of ways to succeed. It’s 
understood you have to be able to rely on 
your own talent and ability, but you can’t 
do it all on your own. Associate Director, 
Kelly Hernacki, knows a thing or two 
about being prepared in such a chaotic 
industry and how depending on your team 
is essential to a successful movie, show or 
production in the making. 
 Hernacki’s role as an associate 
director consists of working with directors 
as they determine the specific shots or 
zonal coverage of a project.  Reviewing 
all the graphics, video playbacks, sound 
effects and music are part of her daily 
prep amongst a million other necessitates 
that make video packages, projects and 
most importantly a show, run flawless. 
Hernacki’s list of clientele includes Steve 
Martin, Tina Fey and Bill Cosby. One 
of her favorite production projects was 
working with a crew on a performance at 
the White House, with special guests such 
as Stevie Wonder and Sir Paul McCartney.
 As we have all heard before, 

networking is always an important part 
of any business, but Hernacki shares 
how treating the crew you work with on 
set is just as crucial to any production’s 
success. Hernacki says, “If your crew feels 
respected and listened to, they will give 
you 110%, move mountains and make you 
shine.” She adds, “if you ignore them and 
treat them badly- they will simply give 
you the bare minimum, which can in turn 
have you miss the opportunity to make 
something good into something great.” 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Hernacki has a different outlook 
compared to director Rush when it comes 
to the industry’s trend of budget cuts. 
Hernacki states that although producers 
are cutting budgets, they still want the 
same products. Younger producers might 
be seduced by a craftsperson with a lower 
rate and less experience, but most of the 
time hiring the experienced craftsperson at 
a higher rate saves the production money. 
“Experience equals efficiency, shorter days, 
fresher crew and fewer mistakes,” says 

Hernacki. Regardless of the industry’s ups 
and downs though, Hernacki still loves 
constantly creating ideas and viewpoints 
for a production that people love and 
enjoy just as much as she does.
 One piece of advice Hernacki leaves 
with new directors on the rise:  “Never 
stop learning and exploring; and make 
sure to listen to your team, they only want 
to make you look better.”

Enjoy the Rolling Credits
Whether you are a pro in the industry 
with a rolodex full of high-profile names, 
or a newcomer waiting to have star on the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame, working hard 
and working smart is a sure fire way to get 
your talent and creativity noticed. Strive 
to connect to industry professionals—
whether online using ProductionHUB.
com, in niche organizations, or even on 
set, and find a gig that challenges you and 
prepares you for your next directing debut. 
Let’s face it, a director is one of the most 
important parts to any production; and if 
you are willing to make the sacrifices, we 
can bet your name will be scrolling up the 
movie credits in no time.

Katrina Diamond, Marketing Director, 
and Jessica Nin, Advertising/PR 
Coordinator, drive Marketing, Public 
Relations and Advertising efforts for 
ProductionHUB, which is the Online 
Marketplace for Broadcast TV, Motion 
Picture, Pro Video and Live Event, 
Corporate & Digital Media Production.

“If your crew 
feels respected and 
listened to, they will 
give you 110%, move 
mountains and 
make you shine.”
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DIRECTING
IN MY SLEEP
Did you know that people do 
all kinds of crazy things while 
they are sleepwalking—drive, 
talk with people, eat and even 
commit murder?

By angela M. HuTCHinson

[ Breaking into Hollywood ]

llen Wolf is the writer, director and producer of the award-
winning thriller, “In My Sleep,” which debuted in theaters 
as the #1 new indie movie its opening weekend.  “In My 
Sleep” has been released in 70 countries and garnered 

accolades from nine film festivals, including “Best Picture” and the 
“Audience Award.”  Wolf produced the film through his production 
company, Morning Star Pictures.
 Wolf graduated summa cum laude from New York University’s 
film school, where his senior thesis film “Harlem Grace” won 
multiple festival awards and was a finalist for the Student Academy 
Awards and the Producers Guild of America Award.
 As a teenager, Wolf created and produced a show for PBS with 
a grant from McDonald’s.  Wolf began making films at an early 
age while growing up in Dayton, Ohio.  At age 9, he wrote his first 
screenplay and soon after began creating short films with his uncle’s 
Super 8 film camera.
 Wolf is married and an active part of his community.  For 
over a decade, he has worked with the homeless in Santa Monica 
in partnership with the Ocean Park Community Center and was 
honored by the city for his efforts.  Wolf is also a firm believer of 
networking and educating oneself about the business, which led him 
to become a Breaking into Hollywood member. Wolf is also involved 
with new media and is the creator of five award-winning board 
games through his game company, Morning Star Games.  Wolf talks 
to Hollywood & Vine about his feature film debut.

Filmmaker Allen Wolf is on
the set of “In My Sleep” with
an Arriflex SR3 camera.

Photo courtesy of Morning Star Pictures
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How did you come up with the idea for 
“In My Sleep”?
I found sleepwalking murder cases dating 

back to the 1800s.  I was fascinated by the idea of 
someone doing something that horrifying without any 
memory of it.  As I did further research, I discovered 
that people with extreme sleepwalking disorders can 
do just about anything while sleeping. I believed that 
most people could relate to feeling like a part of their 

lives was spinning out of control.  I wanted to take that to the next level—
what if you lost control of yourself when you were sleeping?  That idea 
birthed the story.

How long did it take you to raise the financing for the film? And 
what unique fundraising advice can you offer to producers? 
I raised the financing for “In My Sleep” over the course of 

five years.  During that time, I created a fake board game to help explain 
to possible investors how a movie is created and distributed.  The more 
I shared the game, the more people encouraged me to turn it into a real 
board game.  That gave me the idea to create a board game company to help 
finance the movie.  I created five games, which won 32 awards including 
Toy of the Year [Check out www.MorningStarGames.com.]  The game 
company needed its own financing so the idea of the company being able 
to finance movies wasn’t quite realized.  I featured one of my games, You’re 
Pulling My Leg, in the plot of “In My Sleep.”
 I also raised a chunk of financing through crowdfunding.  I didn’t use 
any of the internet crowdfunding sites [IndieGoGo, Kickstarter, etc.] but 
instead went directly to people in my network, setting up meetings all over 
the country. I also formed a partnership with the nonprofit Filmmakers 
Alliance that allowed contributions to be tax deductible.  I quickly learned 
that the key to raising financing for a movie is to ask everyone if they want 
to give to your movie. I had to change my mindset as I sought financing.  I 
had to force myself to be bold in asking people and be open about sharing 
my vision for the movie and how I saw it impacting our world.  
 The majority of the funding came from a team of investors.  These 
were people that I already had relationships with.  They rallied around the 
movie and made “In My Sleep” possible.  I cherish their involvement.

Did you experience any production glitches or shots that 
didn’t go as planned during the filming process? 
I think all movies have production glitches – that’s just part of 

making a movie.  We tried to be flexible and adapt when things went off the 
tracks in a way we didn’t expect. 
 One example is when we filmed a scene in an apartment swimming 
pool and the lead actors stepped out of the water shaking from being cold.  
No one realized the pool heater was broken. The water was frigid.  I felt 
awful as my actors stood there shivering and there was nothing we could 
do..
 I knew that the actors would not be able to film the long scenes in 
the pool that were scheduled for the next day unless something changed. I 
recalled a story that our Executive Producer Ralph Winter told me about 
a similar challenge Ralph faced when he produced Tim Burton’s “Planet of 
the Apes.”  They had to heat an entire lake while they were filming because 
the water was too cold for the horses. I thought if he could heat a lake, we 
could heat a pool.
 Line producer Daniel Sollinger located a team of people who carted 
out a large boiler which piped steam into the pool. They promised to heat 
the water a degree an hour.  I took my time directing the first scenes so the 
pool would be warm enough by the time we got back into the water.  By the 
time we filmed the final pool scenes, the water was the perfect temperature.  
That’s a small example of one of the many obstacles we faced in making the 
film.  You can see more challenges in the journey of the making of the movie 
in the special features section of the DVD and Blu-ray.

The film even garnered attention in the Hollywood 
Reporter, how so?
“In My Sleep” first debuted at the market of the Cannes Film 

Festival.  It was a thrilling experience to see the movie with an international 
audience and that’s where the reviewer from The Hollywood Reporter 
reviewed our movie.  The rows of seats weren’t very well bolted to the 
ground so whenever someone jumped from a suspenseful moment in the 
movie, the whole row jumped.  It was a lot of fun.  When I read the first 
review for our film, I was elated.  I called our lead actor in England and 
woke up some of my investors to read the review to them over the phone.  It 
was a great way to start the release of the film internationally.

How involved were you in the editing and film scoring?
I was closely involved with the editing process.  The editor would 
daily send me cuts of the movie and we soon worked side by side 

on the cut of the movie.
 Conrad Pope did an amazing job scoring and he was nominated for 
several awards for his music. I wanted the sound of a large, live orchestra.  We 
recorded the lush and majestic parts of the score in Bulgaria and recorded the 
fast-paced and intense parts of the score at the Clintwood Scoring Stage in 
Los Angeles. 
 Our “In My Sleep” theme song was composed by Damesviolet, an 
award-winning band from Austin, Texas.  I think they captured the spirit 
of Marcus’ journey.  The song stays with you.  We later shot a music video, 
which you can see at www.InMySleep.com.

From a director’s standpoint, what audition tips can you offer 
actors if they get a chance to audition for a film of yours?
The biggest tip I can give is to get yourself out there and do 

great work so that when directors see your work, they’d like to see more.  It’s 
important to be relaxed when you go to an audition and be flexible when the 
director gives you notes.  No matter how an actor’s audition went, I always 
gave them notes so I could see how they responded to them and get an idea 
of what they would be like to work with.  So, if a director gives you notes, it 
doesn’t mean you didn’t give a great audition, it might mean the director just 
wants to see what you would be like to work with. 

Tell us about the visual effects in the movie.
This was my first time working with visual effects and I was 
amazed at what was possible.  I think the greatest visual 

effects achievement in the movie is the de-aging of Beth Grant’s character, 
Evelyn.  The visual effects team, Comen VFX, went frame by frame and 
carefully toned down or removed signs of aging to take fifteen years off of 
her life.  It was a remarkable process.  They were very careful to not impact 
her performance.  I met with the visual effects team regularly to examine 
the shots and see what could be improved.  The end results were flashback 
sequences that made you believe Beth’s character was much younger.  
There are actually 52 visual effects shots in the movie but most of them are 
“seamless effects” which means they won’t be noticed by the audience.  It’s all 
part of the magic of motion pictures.

What do you have planned next?
I have written several screenplays and am working to get each of 
them off the ground simultaneously.  One is a romantic comedy, 

the other is an action/drama and the other is a family adventure movie.  
They’ve all garnered awards from screenwriting contests but I’m sure one of 
them will be my next film.  [You can follow @theallenwolf on Twitter and 
‘like’ him at www.facebook.com/allenwolf.]
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CROWDFUNDING
for FILMMAKERS

By

roducing a project is an admirable endeavor to take on. But in 
doing so, have you found yourself hitting the proverbial wall of 
not having the funds to create your LLC, or to rent a space for 
auditions or to get your project’s website started?  

 Rather than asking friends and family to borrow money that you may 
or may not pay back, several websites have popped up allowing independent 
producers to ask folks to chip in to help kick-start their business or projects. 
The most popular websites in the film community are Kickstarter and 
IndieGoGo.  Kickstarter only allows you to keep the money you’ve raise 
if you meet your original stated goal. On the other hand, IndieGoGo 
allows you to keep the raised funds no matter what.  Both of these sites 
have fees and perks. The commonality is that these sites clearly state that 
all contributions are neither a loan nor an investment, but an outright 
donation. So donors know in advance that they are not going to get paid 
back. The intention is that the project will be completed on time and within 
the budget of the funds requested. 
 Outside of these kick-start sites, many self-producers have been 
emailing all around, posting on message boards, etc. asking for funding help. 
The problem is that many of these propositions just don’t sound like good 
investments.  So, let’s turn it around for your project!  The most important 
aspect of crowd fundraising is to stay personal and not sound like you’re 
begging.
 
Avoid Sending Generic Emails
When trying to turn your contacts into potential supporters (aka funders), 
you have to avoid sending generic emails. Instead of emailing this message: 

“Hi, this is Joe Actor and I want to make my web series. Please, please 
donate to my cause at startmyproject.com. Thanks, Joe”
 With the opening greeting… personalize it! Say “Hello” and always 
use their first name to make the correspondence less generic. The next line 
should state how you know each other.  Mention where you last saw each 
other or how you were first introduced. If you can’t recall how you know 
a person, consider organizing your contacts in Microsoft Outlook or in 
a business card binder with categories.  There are also industry specific 
services like PerformerTrack, which has a section that records all of your 
interactions with contacts (i.e. meetings, appointments, auditions, bookings, 
etc.) into a History folder, making staying in touch so much easier. 

Sell the Supporter
The obvious way to sell a potential funder is to give them a description of 
your project and how the funds will be used.  Another important aspect of 
selling the project is making your supporter  know that if they contribute, 
you will follow through.  One way to relieve the question of “Why do you 
deserve my money?” is to let your contacts know what you have been up 
to in the last few months as it relates to your career.  In other words, use 
a career update as a way to sell yourself. And remember, be specific and 
realistic. This shows you have a plan that you can easily attain.
 For example, you might include in your email:  “I just finished a table 
read for my webisode with a great response and some fantastic notes on 
updating my script. After having wrapped in 2011 with 5 co-star roles, I’ve 
decided it’s time to cast myself as the lead in a romantic comedy short film 
(or web series, etc.)  My script just won best screenplay at the Hollywood & 
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Below-the-Line (BTL) is an accounting term that refers to an imaginery line differentiating between 
those who have control over the creative influence of a film compared to those who perform the actual 
production duties of making the film.  Some of the BTL departments include editors, hair and make-
up, wardrobe, grip and electric, and lighting and camera.  BTL costs are usually fixed. For example, 
prices for camera equipment, grip truck rentals and production design materials are offered at fixed 
rates.  Above-the-line costs vary and the prices are generally negotiated before principal photography 
begins.  Above-the-line talent include writers, directors, cast and producers, except line producers who 
are usually considered below-the-line.  On some production budget worksheets, an actual thick line is 
drawn between below-the-line and above-the-line items—often thought of as the dividing line of power 
within filmmaking.

Below-the-Line

Vine festival. And since I don’t want to wait for someone to make it happen 
for me, I’ve given myself a deadline to produce my project, starting on June 
1, 2012 and wrapping on August 1, 2012.”
 
Sprinkle in Professional Goodness
Have you attached any credible talent that will bolster your project?  If so, 
shout about it!  Include the information on your crowdfunding website 
page for the project or in an email to your supporter. Here are some options 
of what to say:
	 •	I’ve	attached	the	following	actors	and	here	are	links	to	their	IMDb	
    pages. (This is another great way to get folks clicking on your IMDb 
    page without begging. Also, this is a good reason to make sure your 
       bio on there and credits are current.)
	 •	I’ve	been	in	talks	with	director	[his/her	full	name]	to	direct,	and	he/
    she recently won an award at several festivals. (Also, make sure that 
      any talent you include is realistic for your project in terms of budget 
    and your industry contacts.)
	 •	I’ve	flushed	out	my	budget	and	just	finished	taking	a	UCLA	course	
       on working with the Red Cam.

Promote Your Track Record
Here are some of the questions potential funders might ask:  What have 
you done lately?  How do I know that you are going to start and finish this 
project? What has your team of folks that you hope to work with done?”  
Having thorough answers to these questions makes an investor want to 
invest in you vs. others who may have similar funding requests.
 Here are some examples of what you can say:
	 •	2011	was	a	great	year	for	me.		I	completed	3	screenplays,	produced	
    table reads for them and have submitted them to 6 festivals.
	 •	The	director	I’ve	attached	was	nominated	for	his	work	on	[name	the	
    project].  (Attach a link to the trailer, some press interviews, reviews, etc.)
	 •	I’ve	already	gotten	a	jump	start	on	this	project:		I’ve	had	a	table	read;	
    I am revising the script; I signed up with MailerLite (or Constant 
    Contact or iContact) and I will be sending a quarterly newsletter 
    with updates. 
	 •	I’ve	also	designed	and	launched	a	social	media	page	on	Twitter	and	
    Facebook, where I am growing my followers and fans. And I’ve 

created a Vimeo account just for the project. I’ll be sharing photos and 
videos there [or list your crodwfunding website] until I have the funds 
allocated for building and maintaining a professional website for the 
project.

Share the Benefits
When closing your funding request, let your contacts know how they 
will benefit from helping you get closer to your dreams of producing your 
project.  Here are some gratitude perks for your funders:
	 •	Thank	them	or	their	business	on	all	press	attached	to	the	project,	
    and ensure inclusion into your project’s press releases, website or 
    mention at a live event.
	 •	Invite	those	who	donate	to	have	their	logos	on	your	project’s	Step
    & Repeat Banner (an inexpensive way of advertising on high quality 
    vinyl banner) to be used at the project’s screenings and premieres.
	 •	Offer	them	a	“Special	Thanks”	or	“Associate	Producer”	credit	
    (depending on the level of their donation) in the production’s credit 
    roll and on the project’s IMDb page.

Let Performer Track Help
Signing up with an account for PerformerTrack (www.performertrack.com) 
can be extremely beneficial.  As soon as you meet someone (Remember, 
folks who are not family, friends or in the business are fans!), you can add 
their contact info into PerformerTrack’s quick links to IMDb, Google, and 
YouTube, and do research on them.  Then, send them a follow-up email 
and make it personal, asking them something about themselves or what 
they have been working on this past year.  When you are ready to let them 
know about your crowdfunding request, they will remember who you are, 
what you are doing and be more likely to invest in your project.
 If you are already on the self-promoting trail such as postcarding or 
sending quarterly newsletter updates, keep these folks in those lists, then 
export your categorized contact list in PerformerTrack to easily do targeted 
e-mail blasts and print mailing labels.  Be sure to update your contact’s 
mailing addresses if they are ever returned to you.  
 Now that you have more than enough information and tools to amp 
up your crowdfunding requests, go get funded and good luck with your 
campaign!
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[Local  Hire]

By guillerMo esCalona

Olé-wood!
Filming in Spain
An economic view on Spanish cinema during 

the current economic times in one of the 
most beautiful locations in the world

Photography By iñaki villagrá
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outhern European countries like 
Spain are taking the biggest hit in 
the economic turmoil of the global 
recession. The level of unemployment 
and the compromises they are 

forced to undergo as societies to stay within 
the European economic directives are very 
stressful to a population that had two long 
decades of prosperity.  A mixed pot of 
sociological, structural and historic tradition 
is making the transition difficult for these 
countries to adjust to the new labor law 
proposals that arise in the northern countries. 
This is going to be a difficult year for a Europe 
that shares so many different cultures and 
where the recession is showing a clear north-
south axis that is not easy to resolve without 
careful planning and dialogue.
 This situation provides an interesting 
problem when deciding to enter a co-
production deal or get production services 
with involving a country like Spain.  Spain 
has a strong and established cinematic 
tradition. Buñuel and Almodovar remain 
as the milestones of a rich, avant guard and 
industrious panorama that, today, counts with 
very well global known figures as Banderas, 
Cruz, Amenabar and of course Javier Bardem. 
The Box office in Spain is healthy and in 
good standing amongst international sellers. 
As the days of infra local production are 
long gone, now interesting and edgy movies, 
including genre, are the norm and being well 
received in international and prestigious film 
events. To this trend many have jumped in, 
including Hollywood who now host several 
important and young genre Spaniard directors 
like Francisco Javier Gutierrez (who will be 
helming the next installment of “The Crow”), 

Fresnadillo and Collet-Serra among others.
 From the days of Spaguetti-western 
and Sandal and swords huge productions 
(“King of Kings” 1961, “El Cid” 1966, “55 
Days at Peking”, “The Fall of the Roman 
Empire” 1964 among many others) to 
recent productions like Sacha Baron Cohen 
Paramount’s “The Dictator,’ or  George 
Lucas’ “Star Wars: Episode II - Attack of 
the Clones” took advantage of the fact that 
Spain has breathtaking locations and lower 
production costs—from natural landscapes to 
urban modern towns, from medieval castles 
to skyscrapers. Spain has plenty of qualified 
technicians, lab facilities and actors and an 
overall friendly and efficient environment. It is 
also one of the most ethnical diverse countries 
because of the strong immigration from 
Africa, Latin America and Asia. 
 Spain is a very diverse geographical 
country set in a very benign Mediterranean 
climate with plenty of hours of daily sunlight, 
a great asset for long production day shoots.  
The architecture and landscape varies from 
its Moorish heritage to Calatrava’s edgy 
and futurist buildings and bridges. Along 
the thousands of coastline miles, there are 
different waters and sand textures, from 
volcanic, almost lunar, landscapes in Canary 
Islands to paradisiacal crystalline water in 
the Baleares Islands. 007’ “Die Another Day” 
transformed Cadiz into Cuba, as the colonial 
architecture has the same origin and traditions 
in Spain than in America. Legendary Pictures’ 
“Wrath of the Titans” used the spectacular 
and breathtaking natural park in El Teide in 
the Canary Islands to take us in a journey to 
fantasy.
 There are plenty of gorgeous mountain 

systems, as the Pyrenees that serve as a natural 
border between Spain and France and there is 
a lot of desert, as Spain serves as the natural 
bridge between Europe and Northern Africa. 
In these desert locations a lot of productions 
have been taking place for several decades 
now. Taberna in Almeria was the principal 
location for Sergio Leone’s Spaghetti-western 
that served as the perfect vehicle for Clint 
Eastwood as he was cementing his future as a 
star in Hollywood a few decades ago. “Indiana 
Jones and the Last Crusade” also run for his 
life across these beautiful and dry landscapes 
as the first “Conan the Barbarian” when 
Schwarzenegger became a world reference in 
the action movies. Another James Bond, “The 
World is Not Enough”, started in the ultra 
modernist Guggenheim Museum in Bilbao 
to go the Spanish deserts and picture them as 
Kazakhstan.
 Tom Cruise is been in Spain with 
“Mission Impossible” and “Knight and Day”, 
and as many other enjoyed the advantages of 
the many different options, color, textures and 
sounds that they are offered.
 There are two ways to approach 
international production in Spain, either a 
co-production to benefit the Spanish partner 
from the direct subsidies, or pure production 
services, which benefits the companies in the 
form of tax rebates, and highly qualified crew 
and cast. They are not exclusive and a mixed 
solution is always the best approach when 
working with international partners.
 Spain has been a magnet for big 
budget productions due to its long tradition 
of government subsidies that have been 
providing a steady flow of cash for the Spanish 
producing partner for the last two decades 
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with more than $100 million just in 2011. 
Also, productions receive generous tax breaks 
(18%-20%) along with economic advantages 
of new fiscal treatment (AIEs) in conjunct 
with the creation and solidification of big 
studio Pine-like facilities, as those in Ciudad 
de La Luz.  Recent productions like Warner 
Bros. “The Cold Light of Day” with Bruce 
Willis and Legendary Pictures’ “Wrath of the 
Titans” have used this tax-break formula.
 Many of these business models have 
proved to be successful and even though Spain 
is still a little far from the breaks given by the 
French and the British they are definitely in 
the right path. Europe as a whole and Spain 
as part of it is always a smart choice, not only 
for being a natural market for the movie itself 
but because of it unique monetary system, 
excellent communications and the non-
existing economic or physical borders among 
its members. That gives plenty of room and 
game to plan an attractive production.
 But in Spain nowadays everything is 
looking a little gloomier. The new center-right 
government is adjusting public spending in 
a more friendly way to the German austerity 
tone that reigns over Europe; one of the 
easiest targets is the spending in direct help 
to the movie industry. The local producers are 
nervous and think that the moves of the new 
government may harm a system that works. 
Fapae, the organization that holds most of 
Spanish producers, had openly expressed their 
concerns.
 The government, through the New 
Minister of Culture, José Ignacio Wert, has 
recently stepped in to try to calm the local 
producers down by stating that the change 
would be gradual. But the fact is that, now, 

it is a difficult time to get the Spaniards to 
compromise in any project that would involve 
the use of the government funds. The new 
government proposes more weight in tax 
breaks than in direct help and it is specially 
making an effort to push for the very little 
established tradition among the Spaniards of 
sponsorships for the culture. 
 For the next months, the situation is in 
still waters. Nevertheless, the advantages of 
filming in Spain remain, in most cases, the 
same. With a long tradition in filmmaking and 
some of the big names playing the Hollywood 
game, the experience of shooting in Spain is 
always rewarding. High-level technicians and 
top of the line film studios facilities, such as 
La Ciudad de la Luz Set 740 acres with six 
soundstages with Elephant doors that connect 
the biggest stages creating a 50,000-square-
foot macro-stage. Also, the studio houses a 
86,000-square-foot water tank plus green 
screen and lab facilities backed by Deluxe) 
which is now to lease or sale, generous tax 
rebates (up to 38% in Canary Islands and an 
average 18%-20% across the country) and 
300 hundred days of sun, Spain is still an 
international production hub to be considered 
on the top of the list. 
 For filmmakers who are looking to shoot 
their next production in Spain, there are 
several key players to keep in mind.
 Ministerio de Cultura/ ICAA - Even 
at these moments of political changes this is 
the place of reference and where most of the 
money and support is generated. www.mcu.
es/cine
 La Ciudad de La Luz - With an 
aggressive agenda this new corporation is 
being involved in most of the awarded movies 

in Spanish Goyas. Tax rebates, use of facilities 
and direct subsides are available. Nowadays 
the complex is for sale or lease.  www.
ciudaddelaluz.com 
Barcelona/Catalunya Film Commission - 
A pioneer institution was very close to the 
success of Woody Allen’s “Vicky Cristina 
Barcelona” film production in Barcelona. 
Catalunya is a power hub that houses a long 
tradition of international production. www.
barcelonaplato.bcn.es
 Andalucia Film Commission - With 
the longest tradition in production services 
Andalucia is a great option for production as 
their landscapes and permanent sunny days 
are very attractive. www.andaluciafilm.com
 EGEDA US - EGEDA US, from 
EGEDA Spain a producer’s collective, was 
set up in L.A. in 2007 with the aim to serve 
as a liaison to facilitate relations between 
the US film industry and those of Spain and 
Latin America. They support and nurture the 
Spanish filmmaker as they show their films 
in the Spanish Cinema week in L.A. or in the 
Oscar race. www.egeda-us.com

Guillermo Escalona holds various degrees in 
screenwriting and directing from Spain FIA-UIMP 
and attended the prestigious International School of 
Cinema and TV in Cuba. After relocating to New 
York, he founded The Family Film Productions and 
produced various independent features. Guillermo 
is legally based in Los Angeles, where he has been 
working for True Cinema in producing the feature 
film “El Tio Sam,”  directed by Leonardo Ricagni. 
He is also developing several projects, including 
writing “Low Life,” a bitter comedy on Latin 
immigration in Los Angeles. Guillermo would like 
to thank Producer Octavio Llorca for contributing 
to this article.



he Alvarez brothers, Jose (9) and twins Alonzo & Adolfo (8), 
were born entertainers! The twins were just 8 months old 
when they discovered they could make each other laugh by 

making silly faces.  Soon, their big brother became involved, showing 
them how to dance and dressing them up in funny costumes. 
 When they were five, they started making flyers charging $5.00 
to sing and dance for the neighborhood. Someone finally took them 
up on the offer and paid for their show. And that’s when their career 
path was decided... Showbiz it is! 
 The Alvarez boys officially became working actors in 2010. As 
soon as the brothers signed with RPM Talent Group, they started 
auditioning all of the time. The Alvarez boys have appeared in several 
commercials, such as Bank of America, Wal-Mart, City of San Diego 
Board of Tourism and Frosted Flakes to name a few. They’ve also 
made appearances on web shows like “Kids React to YouTube Stars,” 
directed and created by Benny and Rafi Fine.

 Each of the Alvarez boys have their own unique qualities.  Jose 
is the oldest and very focused for his age. He gets the job done 
and well. Devoted and hard-working, you can always count on 
this thoughtful, contemplative growing boy to be fully prepared.  
Alonso, the middle brother is passionate, enthusiastic and flat-out 
hilarious. When he is in auditions, meetings or on set, he always 
makes people laugh. He brings energy and light to a room.  Adolfo is 
the youngest brother, and he’s the mastermind of the three because 
of his creativity.  Known for his inventiveness and organization, he 
often produces short plays in which he and his brothers perform for 
neighborhood kids.  
  Thus far, the Alvarez boys haven’t experienced any major 
obstacles in their career pursuits. In fact, their bilingual ability 
give them the versatility of both the English language and Spanish 
language markets.  The boys plan to continue to build their skills, 
have fun as kids and stay open for whatever opportunities come 
their way. They have a strong desire to go as far as their love of the 
business and fate will allow. 

BiH member Nicole Butler is the founder of A&B Productions, a non-
profit organization that recently produced a new kids reality web series 
called “Flip the Script,” where youth learn the ins and outs of creating, 
directing and producing their own television show.

“As soon as the brothers signed with 
RPM Talent Group, they started 
auditioning all of the time.”
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Born and raised in New York City, Lauri Janover was a dancer practically all of her life. But in her early 20s, she discovered a 
knee issue and had to rethink her dancing aspirations. She decided to study acting and became very serious with her studies. 
Then, she got involved with commercials, print work, theatre, film and voice-overs. Lauri  eventually auditioned for a children’s 
theatre company that was producing “The Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles” live-action tour.  She was cast as April O’Neil, gal-
reporter.  She toured with the Turtles for a couple of years. Whenever they had shows in California, she became hooked to the 
weather, and finally decided to move out to L.A. Since following her dream, Lauri hasn’t looked back and has had some lovely 
successes. She is currently studying comedy at Second City Conservatory and acting with her coach, Ken Lerner.  She considers 
herself a life-long student.  “Los Angeles has been very good to me professionally; it’s definitely my home. That’s for sure!”

LAURI

TALENT MARKETPLACE [ Castifieds ]
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Hunter Green is a ‘Southern Gent’ from Georgia.  He graduated college Cum Laude with a B.A. degree in Fine Arts.  His passion 
for acting brought him to Los Angeles where he has appeared in theater, TV and film, including the popular NBC soap opera, 
“Passions.”  Hunter’s most recent stage appearances are in “Overcome, Overjoyed” and “A Memory of What Might Have Been.”  
Other credits include playing the role of  Kadeem in “Theatre Musical Review,” Mak in “The Second Shepherds” and Wilmer 
Cook in “The Maltese Falcon.”  Check Hunter out on YouTube in “Man in After Hours,” a DUI Cop comedy sketch.  Also, Hunter 
will be performing live in April/May 2012 in Hollywood, in the back by popular demand hit musical, “Overcome, Overjoyed,” 
where he brings the slick and controlling character of Michael Greer back to life.  Several casting directors have compared Hunter 
to the actors, Sir Anthony Hopkins, and the legendary Jack Nicholson.  Watch out for this bright star because Hunter is definitely 
on the move!

HUNTER
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genre: Dramedy / Musical
Logline: A handsome young physiatrist gets more than he bargains for when enlisted to help a troubled singer haunted by 
her songstress grandmother who died insane—whose spirit can’t rest until her ‘can’t win for losing’ granddaughter achieves 
the stardom she herself never achieved in life.

tonetti suttice, a native of Los Angeles, has always had aspirations of being a Hollywood storyteller. She started her career 
in radio and  performed in theater.  Then, she really caught the writing bug and began writing her own jokes as a standup 
comedian.  She later found she had a knack for advertising and marketing.  Tonetti’s writing her first book, producing 
commercials and is an Advertising Executive for Hollywood & Vine. She continues to learn the entertainment business, 
hone her craft and pursue her passion.

WHEN A DOOR CLOSES
By Tonetti Suttice

[ Scriptified ][ Scriptified ]
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Alexis Stuart, the Credit Whisperer®, is the author of 
“Capitalize on Credit Power.” Originally from Owensboro, 
Kentucky, she lives on the Central Coast of California.  Alexis 
is a CA licensed real estate broker, mortgage broker, credit 
coach and mediator. She is an active member of the CAR, 
NAR and a Mortgage Loan Originator (MLO) licensed 
through the National Mortgage Licensing System and Registry 
(NMLS).   As a mortgage broker, Alexis did not have the heart 
to saddle anyone with a sub-prime loan; therefore she helped 
people build their credit power so they could buy a home 
with a good loan. She saw a need and filled it: ”To educate 
people on how to build credit power from scratch.” Today, 
Alexis owns several business located in Nipomo, CA.  Alexis is 
repped by publicist Tyler Gross of ATG Publicity.
www.creditwhisperer.com

Reve’ M. Pete is the author of “I Am Not Your Problem.” The 
story revolves around a fictitious John Whattel Matthews 
who is Caucasian and James Sylvester Malbrue, a free man 
of color. These two American men born in the South during 
the days of slavery loved each other like brothers. Yet, the 
struggles of post-Civil War life would test their brotherly love 
and provide a lesson to pass on to future generations. Inspired 
by references used in writing her seminary dissertation, “The 
Impact of Holiness Preaching as Taught by John Wesley” and 
the “Outpouring of the Holy Ghost on Racism,” Reve’ created 
this fictitious story that identifies the inner turmoil that can 
cause division among men, and explores how unconditional 
love and truth spoken in love can overcome it. 
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Downie Hailstone has been singing in front of audiences 
since she was a young girl. She began her formal vocal training 
as a teenager performing classical, pop and jazz music. She 
has a minor in vocal performance from Brigham Young 
University.  She has taught music in schools K-12 grade and 
is a well respected vocal coach. Downie began her professional 
singing career singing in Tokyo, Japan where she lived and 
sang for four years; she received rave reviews as a solo artist. 
Upon returning to the states, she began singing again and has 
performed live on air at WGU jazz music series with Scott 
Vander Werf, WYCE with Ryan Reynolds, WPMD with Mike 
Stark and TEE-M on the unsigned music show in Los Cerritos 
California.  Her new CD, “A Different Kind of You,” has just 
been released. downiesings.com

“Greenlight it!” is a song written by Angela M. Hutchinson, 
Hollywood & Vine Editor-in-Chief and Founder of 
BReaKiNG iNTo HoLLyWooD. To produce the song, Angela 
partnered with solo artist Jenna Dean from Jamili Brown 
Experience (JBX), a hip-hop rock band based in Louisville, 
KY.  Jenna Dean is known for his blends of acoustic terrain 
with a sonic soundscape.  Angela wrote the “Greenlight it!” 
lyrics to ignite the journey of artists, encouraging them to 
greenlight their showbiz careers against all doubts and odds. 
The song will be available on iTunes this summer, and the 
official launch will be announced in Hollywood & Vine’s 
1-year anniversary July/August 2012 issue.

 

G r e e n l i g h t it!

Music / Jenna dean
lyrics / angela M. Hutchinson

a Breaking inTo Hollywood Production  

[ Extrafieds ]
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6801 Hollywood Boulevard
By sHakeila M. Beard

[ Walk of Fame ]

ctor Philip Ahn (birth 
name Pil Lip Ahn) 
was the son of Dosan 
Ahn Chang Ho and 
Helen Lee, the first 

Korean married couple admitted into 
the United States.  Ahn’s parents 
moved to the U.S. during the colonial 
period, a time when Korea was 
under the Japanese rule.  Although 
Ahn’s parents were from Korea he 
was actually born in Highland Park, 
California and is believed to be the 
first Korean American born citizen.  
Ahn’s ‘first’ phenomenon continued 
through his adulthood. On November 
14, 1984, Ahn became the first Asian 
American to receive a star on the 
Hollywood Walk of Fame.
 Ahn’s interest in acting stemmed 
from a trip he took while in high 
school, when he visited the set of a 
swashbuckler silent film “The Thief 
of Bagdad.”  While on set Ahn was 
introduced to Douglas Fairbanks, 
a prominent actor, screenwriter, 
director, producer and founding 
member of United Artists and the 
Academy of Motion Picture Arts and 
Science.  Fairbanks offered Ahn a 
part in “The Thief of Bagdad” after 
giving him a screen test.  As much 
as Ahn wanted the role he did not 
accept the offer to act in the film.  In 
fact, his acting career did not take off 
until about thirteen years later.
 Ahn’s mother did not want him 
to become an actor and his father 
was a Korean patriot and political 
leader who spent much of his time 
away fighting for the rights of 
Koreans. In the absence of his father, 
Ahn worked to take care of his family 
and to pay back a debt from land that 
was put in his name for the Korean 
Academy, which was established to 
train Koreans to become leaders. 
When Ahn was able to attend college, 
he studied at the University of 
Southern California for two years. 
Then, Ahn decided he wanted to act 
full time, and that’s exactly what he 
did.  
 Determined to become a working 
actor, Ahn secured his first movie 
role in 1936. He played alongside 

Bing Crosby and Ethel Merman in the 
film “Anything Goes.” Ahn initially 
didn’t receive the role because of 
his articulateness but he convinced 
the producer that he could also use 
broken English.  Ahn’s first role 
helped him to land his next film with 
the same director, Lewis Milestone, 
in the movie “The General Died at 
Dawn.” Ahn played the assistant to 
a Chinese warlord.  Ahn’s typecast 
became that of a mean Asian soldier.  
Many people began to dislike Ahn. 
The public often confused the on 
screen characters that Ahn played 
with his real personality.
 In 1937, Ahn landed a leading 
role as a heroic FBI agent in 
“Daughters of Shanghi,” which was 
the first movie to have all Asians as 
lead characters. This film was a big 
deal because it was the 1930s—a time 
when white actors played the role of 
all ethnicities. It was uncommon to 
have non-white leading actors in a 
film.  “Daughters of Shanghi” went 
on to become very successful and 
received critical acclaim in the New 
York Times.  Ahn’s role in the film 
added to his growing popularity in 
the movie industry.
 Ahn went on to act in several 
movies and became famous for 
his role as Master Kan in the ABC 
series, “Kung Fu.”  During Ahn’s 
20 years in show business, he 
positively impacted the lives of 
Asian Americans.  Through his 
perseverance and determination, 
he was able to accomplish his goal 
of becoming an actor even within a 
racially divided era. Ahn died the 
day after his 72nd birthday. His 
motion picture category star (6205 
Hollywood Blvd.) is a testament 
that dreams do not discriminate, 
they resonate—when you believe 
in yourself and follow your heart. 
Cliché, but true!

Ahn acting in a scene of “Daughter 
of Shanghai”

Philip Ahn’s star for the 
motion picture category

A

Shakeila Beard is a graduate from 
Purdue University. Specializing 
in integrated marketing 
communications, she has studied 
entertainment law and been involved 
with marketing, public relations and 
promotions work for recording artists.

PhiliP Ahn
Actor

 February 28, 1978 
(Ahn died of pneumonia)
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